We consider calculation of capital requirements when the underlying economic scenarios are determined by simulatable risk factors. In the respective nested simulation framework, the goal is to estimate portfolio tail risk, quantified via VaR or TVaR of a given collection of future economic scenarios representing factor levels at the risk horizon. Traditionally, evaluating portfolio losses of an outer scenario is done by computing a conditional expectation via innerlevel Monte Carlo and is computationally expensive. We introduce several inter-related machine learning techniques to speed up this computation, in particular by properly accounting for the simulation noise. Our main workhorse is an advanced Gaussian Process (GP) regression approach which uses nonparametric spatial modeling to efficiently learn the relationship between the stochastic factors defining scenarios and corresponding portfolio value. Leveraging this emulator, we develop sequential algorithms that adaptively allocate inner simulation budgets to target the quantile region. The GP framework also yields better uncertainty quantification for the resulting VaR / TVaR estimators that reduces bias and variance compared to existing methods. We illustrate the proposed strategies with two case-studies in two and six dimensions.
Introduction
The latest insurance and financial regulations mandate estimation of quantile-based portfolio risk measures. The Solvency II [17] framework calls for computing the 99.5%-level value-at-risk (VaR) for a 1-year horizon, while the Basel III regulations in banking [2] require to report the related tail value-at-risk (TVaR). In practice, these quantities are calculated by first generating a representative set Z of future economic scenarios and then evaluating the empirical loss quantile based on Z. However, due to the underlying cashflow and valuation complexity, directly computing future portfolio value is usually not feasible and instead approximations are used. This is done for each scenario by a Monte Carlo evaluation of the conditional expectation that probabilistically defines portfolio value, leading to a nested simulation problem.
In traditional nested simulation, each outer scenario is treated independently, so the respective portfolio loss is approximated through the sample average across the inner simulations that define the resulting cashflows. The scenarios Z are typically realizations of underlying stochastic factors or risk drivers (Z t ), such as interest rate factors, equity price factors, mortality factors, macroeconomic factors, et cetera. Thus, we can identify each z n ∈ Z as the value of Z T in scenario ω n at the risk horizon T ; the portfolio value f (z) is identified with the expected cashflow Y (·) (which depends on the future path (Z t ) t≥T beyond T ) conditional on Z T = z:
Note that we assume that Z is Markovian which is essentially always the case in the practical context; if necessary Z is augmented to make it Markov. The more important assumption is that f (z) is not available in closed form, so for a given z it must be approximated via the inner step of the nested procedure.
Our goal is to efficiently estimate VaR α and/or TVaR α of f (Z T ) when the risk drivers follow a simulatable Markov process. Towards this end we build upon two fundamental strategies that have been developed for nested simulation. The first idea is to improve the inner simulations by adaptively allocating the simulation budget to scenarios with larger portfolio losses. Indeed with the mentioned quantile levels, ≈ 99% of the outer scenarios are irrelevant from the point of view of VaR / TVaR computation: only the tail scenarios matter. The second idea is to exploit the spatial structure of Z coming from (Z t ): nearby inputs z, z should produce similar values f (z), f (z ). Therefore, we can improve estimation of f (z) by borrowing information from inner simulations at nearby outer scenarios. This brings a regression perspective that converts the local strategy of computing a sample average into a global goal of approximating the function z → f (z).
In this article we combine and greatly extend these approaches by embedding them in the framework of statistical emulation. Emulation treats f as an unknown function and seeks to produce a functional estimatef that optimizes a given objective criterion. For our emulation paradigm we propose Gaussian process (GP) regression [31, 34] , or kriging, which has become a leading choice in the machine learning community. GP's bring a probabilistic (i.e. Bayesian for a statistician) perspective, so that inference of f is viewed as conditioning on the observed simulation output, and estimating a risk measure as computing a posterior expectation of the corresponding random variable. This is arguably the natural framework in the Monte Carlo context where all outputs are intrinsically stochastic. GP's also bring a non-parametric regression approach, alleviating the question of finding good functional approximation spaces for the spatial regression component. Below we show that the (GP) emulation approach, in combination with tailored active learning techniques, can provide accurate estimates even with a small simulation budget, while maintaining a relatively low numerical overhead (fitting, prediction, etc.). Thus, our main message is that significant efficiency can be squeezed from the proposed statistical tools, dramatically improving upon nested simulation.
In the language of emulation, Equation (1) defines a black-box function which we wish to learn. The origins of emulations/GP regression are in analysis of deterministic computer experi-ments where f (z) can be (expensively) evaluated without any noise, see e.g. [18, 22, 28] and the monographs by Santner et al. [34] and Rasmussen and Williams [31] . More recently, emulation was adapted to the Monte Carlo setting where f (z) is only noisily observed: see e.g. [1, 6, 14] . Also related is our earlier work [32] that studied approximate pricing of deferred longevity-linked contracts, requiring an average of Equation (1) over the whole distribution of Z T .
For tail risk estimation, the learning objective is inherently different from the standard L 2 criterion, since the fittedf only needs to be accurate in the tail of f (Z T ). Indeed, as mentioned 99%+ of outer scenarios will turn out to be irrelevant. To our knowledge, there is little literature that directly addresses quantile/tail estimation in the Monte Carlo setting of (1) . We mention the work of Oakley [29] who introduced the use of GP's for quantile estimation of deterministic computer experiments and Liu and Staum [27] who pioneered stochastic kriging for estimating TVaR α in nested Monte Carlo of financial portfolios. Two further important papers are by Bauer et al. [3] who elucidated the use of (parametric linear) regression for tail risk estimation, and Broadie et al. [8] who proved some properties of such Least Squares Monte Carlo methods for learning VaR α . More broadly, our localized objective resembles three inter-related formulations in the engineering reliability literature that target f (z) in relation to a given level or threshold L:
• Contour-finding: determining the set {z : f (z) ∈ (L − ε, L + ε)}, ε small, cf. [26, 30] ;
• Inference of the excursion set {z : f (z) ≤ L} [15] ;
• Estimating the probability of failure, aka "excursion volume", P({z : f (z) ≤ L}) [4, 16] .
Note that the contour {z : f (z) = L} is the boundary of the level set {z : f (z) ≤ L}, and the excursion volume is a weighted integral over the level set. However, in all of the above (except [26] ), the threshold L is exogenously given, while in the Value-at-Risk context, the desired quantile VaR α is implicitly defined via f itself, see (3) below. Moreover, all of [4, 15, 26, 30] dealt with deterministic noise-free experiments.
At the heart of emulation is design of experiments, i.e. determining which simulations to run so as to learn the input-output pairing z → f (z) as quickly as possible. This naturally connects to adaptive allocation of inner simulations. Adaptivity is achieved by dividing the overall simulation into several stages that gradually learn the shape of f . The initial stage uses a fraction of the simulation budget to learn about f (z) on the whole domain. The resulting search region targeting the objective is then refined through further stages. For example, the approach in [29] has two stages: in the second stage inner simulations are non-uniformly allocated to scenarios in the quantile region based on the initial inference about f . Liu and Staum [27] proposed a total of three stages; during the second stage another fraction of the budget is allocated uniformly to scenarios in the estimated tail, and finally the remaining budget is dispersed (non-uniformly) among the tail scenarios to minimize the posterior variance of the TVaR α estimator.
Further, inspired by optimization objectives (finding the global maximum of f ), there are sequential design approaches which use a large number of stages (in principle adding just 1 simulation per stage). In particular, stepwise uncertainty reduction (SUR) methods define an acquisition function H(·) and greedily pick scenarios z that maximize H(z) conditional on current data D. For example, Picheny et al. [30] sequentially sample f at scenarios according to a targeted expected improvement criterion. Another type of adaptive strategies does not rely on emulation/spatial modeling, rather utilizing the tools of what is known as ranking-and-selection (R&S) [12, 19] . However, R&S procedures are generally based on doing a hypothesis test for f (z n ) > L in parallel for each scenario z n . Theoretically this allows to decouple the estimation problems, but such schemes are impractical if L is itself unknown.
In the VaR context, several aspects of the setting make the emulation problem statistically challenging. First, the typical number of outer scenarios N is quite large, on the order of N ∈ [10 4 , 10 5 ] for practitioners. This renders standard emulation and R&S strategies computationally heavy. Furthermore, the typical simulation budget N is often quite small, N ∼ N , which means that a brute-force uniform allocation approach can only sample each scenario a handful of times, leading to disastrous estimates. It further implies that practical allocation schemes must be quite aggressive and the asymptotic guarantees available in the R&S literature are not applicable. At the same time N is large by emulation standards which treat evaluations of f as extremely expensive (typical budget is 500 simulations) and hence the associated algorithms often carry unacceptable computational overhead. Second, the outer scenarios are usually treated by practitioners as a fixed object (namely coming from an exogenous Economic Scenario Generator aka ESG). In other words, the scenario space Z is taken to be discrete; one cannot add (or subtract) further scenarios like in the strategy of Broadie et al. [8] . Neither can one employ continuous search methods that are popular in the simulation optimization literature. Third, the nature of the underlying cashflows makes the simulation noise in the cashflows Y highly non-Gaussian. It is typically skewed (because many cashflows have embedded optionality and hence the corresponding distribution has point masses) and with low signal-to-noise ratio. The latter implies that cross-scenario information borrowing is crucial to maximize accuracy. Fourth, the portfolio losses are highly inhomogeneous, i.e. is heteroskedastic which strongly affects the inner simulation allocations. Fifth, because the objective function is implicitly defined in terms of f , constructing an appropriate estimator, and especially quantifying its accuracy (aka standard error) is nontrivial in its own right.
The framework that we propose overcomes all of the above challenges and consists of three key pieces. First, we connect to the burgeoning literature on level-set estimation for deterministic computer experiments, tailoring the recent successes of the SUR techniques [16] to the VaR / TVaR problem. As far as we know this is the first link between these disparate literatures, which we see as an invitation towards closer marriage of machine learning and simulation-based risk measurement. Second, we work with a state-of-the-art GP emulator. By their nature, GPs offer rich uncertainty quantification properties, in particular many analytic formulas for active learning criteria that are used in guiding the simulation allocation. We take this a step further, employing an advanced GP methodology [5, 6] that is customized for the Monte Carlo simulation context. Third, we take advantage of the discrete scenario set which intrinsically calls for a replicated design. In turn, replication yields (i) improved noise properties that minimize non-Gaussianity; (ii) ability to simultaneously learn the mean response f (·) and the conditional simulation variance τ 2 (·) to handle heteroskedasticity; (iii) reduced model overhead; (iv) convenient GP implementation. The symbiotic relationship of replication and kriging was already observed in [1] ; the hetGP [5] library that we use gracefully handles all aspects of (i)-(iv).
Rather than proposing a single specialized algorithm, we present a general framework comprising several modules. By adjusting these "moving parts", the algorithm can (a) evaluate different riskmeasures (we illustrate with both VaR and TVaR); (b) use different emulator codes; (c) switch between different ways of running the sequential budget allocation such as the initialization phase; number of sequential stages; termination criterion; batch-size and so on; (d) rely on different VaR estimators. To illustrate the above choices we present extensive numerical illustrations that compare the impact of different modules. In two case studies, we compare it with benchmarks, such as the algorithm in Liu and Staum [27] . Our statistical learning perspective implies a preference for sequential algorithms that employ the feedback loop of simulate-estimate-assess-simulate-... Compared to classical one-/two-stage designs, the fully sequential strategies offer several attractive features. First, they internalize the uncertainty quantification that is offered by the emulator and therefore lead to a more automated "artificial intelligence" implementation. Second, they can be run online, i.e. on a server or in the cloud with interim results always available for inspection, while the algorithm proceeds to refine its accuracy. Thus, the user no longer has to specify the simulation budget (i.e. number of inner simulations one is willing to run) a priori, but instead interacts with the Monte Carlo on-the-fly. Third, sequential methods are a starting point for more general re-use of simulations, for example for periodic re-computation of the whole problem as business time progresses (usually VaR calculations are done on a weekly or monthly cycle).
Our overall contribution is to remedy limitations of current VaR/TVaR estimation algorithms through ideas from GP emulators and related sequential design problems. In the context of TVaR, arguably the closest approach, and the one that we are to a large extent indebted to, is the algorithm in Liu and Staum [27] . Relative to [27] we may list the following 4 important improvements. First, we generalize their 3-stage strategy to a fully sequential k-stage procedure, dubbed SV-GP below. In particular, we eliminate the need for their intermediate second stage which was performing a conservative "exploration" (and required finetuning), and also extend their algorithm to handle nonconstant replication amounts. Second, we employ the latest hetGP emulators which significantly improve the emulation in low-budget environments, in particular by lowering the bias in learning f (x). Third, we provide an alternative class of allocation strategies relying on Active Learning heuristics. Finally, while [27] only treated TVaR, we work (and compare the implementation nuances) with both VaR and TVaR.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we discuss the emulation objective and portfolio tail risk, as well as VaR α estimators. Section 3 formally introduces the GP model and its mathematical details. Next, Section 4 develops the sequential design criteria for our problem. Section 5 provides the full implementation. Finally, we apply the algorithm to two case studies: Section 6 involves a two-factor model, where we compare sequential VaR / TVaR strategies to several benchmarks, along with a look at various GP versions; Section 7 investigates performance in higher dimensions where the state process is six-dimensional and the simulator is much more expensive.
Objective
Given a probability space (Ω, F, P), we consider a stochastic system with Markov state process Z = (Z t ). Both continuous-and discrete-time models can be treated. Typically, Z is a multivariate stochastic process based on either a stochastic differential equation (t ∈ R + ) or time-series ARIMA framework (t ∈ N). Based on the realizations of Z, the modeler needs to assess the resulting capital f (Z T ) at an intermediate horizon T . The portfolio value f (Z T ) is computed as the conditional expected value of discounted cashflows Y t given F T , the information at time T . The cashflow Y t (z · ) at date t could depend on the whole path Z [T,t] of the stochastic factor from T to t (but not on z [0,T ] ). To compute their net present value Y , we discount at a constant risk-free rate β
Since Z is Markov, we can write the conditional expectation of Y given F T as a function f (z) defined in (1) , and similarly will henceforth use the notation Y (z). We assume that f (·) does not possess any simple/closed-form functional form. However, since f (z) is a conditional expectation, it can be sampled using a simulator, i.e. the modeler has access to an engine that can generate independent, identically distributed trajectories of (Z t ), t ≥ T .
Fixing a quantile α (most commonly α = 0.005 corresponding to 99.5%-VaR level mentioned in the Introduction), the capital requirements based on VaR α and TVaR α are respectively the threshold such that the probability of loss exceeding VaR α is 1 α, i.e.
and the α−tail average,
As mentioned, rather than working with the theoretical distribution of Z T , we consider a given scenario set Z of size N which is assumed to be fixed for the remainder of the presentation. Typically the outer scenarios are provided by an Economic Scenario Generator (ESG) that calibrates the dynamics of (Z t ) to the historical data, i.e. it is under the physical measure P. The inner simulations are based on a mark-to-market law, i.e. it is under the risk-neutral measure Q. Therefore, the evolution of (Z t ) is different on [0, T ] and on [T, ∞). This is one reason for treating Z as fixed, allowing us to eschew discussion of the precise mechanism of the ESG/outer simulator.
Given the loss scenarios {z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z N } . = Z, computing VaR a now translates into finding the αN (assumed to be integer) order statistic f (αN ) of f 1:N , where we use the shorthand f n .
= f (z n ), and the superscripts (n) refer to the nth ordered value (in increasing order) of f 1:N . More generally, we consider risk measures R for Z defined through weights: given a collection of losses f 1:N let
where N n=1 w n = 1. For VaR α and TVaR α the weights are respectively w n,VaR = 1 {n:f n =f (αN ) } ;
Another way to think about the tail risk is through the corresponding tail regions
Finally, we also introduce the notation q α to denote the exact α-quantile scenario (i.e. the one in R VaR ): f (q α ) = f (αN ) .
Tail Risk Estimation with Nested Simulation
The standard Monte Carlo approach is based on nested simulation. Starting from Z, for each n, f (z n ) is approximated by an inner empirical average
where y n,i is the present value of loss from (2) based on independent replications Y n,i (3) and (4) are then estimated by a sample quantile and tail average respectively. Specifically, we sort the estimated scenario losses (ȳ n ) N n=1 in increasing orderȳ (1) 
In the simplest setting, the inner budget is constant across scenarios, r n =r leading to total simulation budget of O(N ·r). This quickly becomes expensive: for example, a budget ofr = 10 3 and N = 10 3 scenarios requires 10 6 total simulations. Moreover, the empirical estimatorR SA,VaR is biased, see Kim and Hardy [25] (who point out that one cannot quantify which direction the bias lies without knowing some details about f and the distribution of Z T ) and Gordy and Juneja [21] . These papers discuss ways of reducing bias, through bootstrap and jackknife, respectively. Gordy and Juneja [21] also provide consequent optimal strategies for choosing N andr for a fixed budget Nr = N .
As another way to alleviate the bias inR SA,VaR , one may construct several modified versions of VaR α estimators that stem from weighted averages of nearby order statistics. Called L−estimators [36] , they offer robustness compared to a single sample order statistic. Effectively, such estimators modify the weights w n defining (5) to account for the uncertainty in the marginal estimatorsf (z n ). A well known construction is by Harrell and Davis [23] , where the weights for a VaR α estimator are chosen as R HD,VaR = nw (n)f (n) with
where Beta(x; a, b) is the Beta-distribution density function with shape parameters (a, b) and the index (n) refers to the order statistics off (e.g. theȳ n , n = 1, . . . , N if one uses the empirical plug-in approach). The weightsw (n) are largest near n = αN and taper quickly on either side, smoothing out the binary 0/1 nature of (6) . We refer to [35, 36] for further details about the Harrell-Davis weights and their performance relative to other L−estimators. While the general conclusion is that no one estimator performs best, in our experiments we find a clear preference for (10) over the original (6) both in terms of smaller bias and lower standard error. These concerns do not extend to the TVaR case, since in our experience the empirical estimatorR TVaR
(n) is already robust enough against mis-specification of a few borderline scenarios. Theoretically, additional robustness could be achieved via smoothing the cut-off inŵ n,TVaR nearf (αN ) to create a structure similar to (10).
Gaussian Process Emulation
To construct thrifty schemes for approximating (3) and (4), we replace the inner step of repeatedly evaluating f (z) by a surrogate modelf for f . This emulation framework generates a fittedf by solving regression equations over a training dataset. In contrast to classical regression, the modeler is in charge of the experimental design (building the training samples) which are viewed as arriving sequentially. Particularly for tail risk, we seek a procedure that identifies the tail scenarios that matter for (3)-(4). We note that emulation offers a statistical perspective on approximating f . An alternative, commonly employed by practitioners, is to construct analytic approximations, for instance by integrating out some of the randomness in Z [T,∞) to obtain a closed-form expression for f (z). However, the quality of such formulas is hard to judge and they often require customized derivations. In contradistinction, the surrogatef directly smoothes out the Monte Carlo noise from nearby scenarios and is constructed to be asymptotically consistent with the true f as the budget increases. Formally, the statistical problem of emulation deals with a sampler
where we identify f (·) with the unknown response surface and (·) is the sampling noise, with variance τ 2 (z), assumed to be independent and identically distributed across different calls to the sampler. Specifically, the noise is taken to be Gaussian (z) ∼ N (0, τ 2 (z)), but scenario-dependent. Emulation now involves the (i) experimental design step of proposing a design D k at each stage k of the procedure that forms the training dataset, and (ii) a learning procedure that uses the collected outputs
} being a collection of r n k realizations of (11) at z n , to construct a fitted response surfacef (·) which is based on the conditional law of f over the appropriate functional space, L(f |D k ). Here, we consider the case wheref is fitted sequentially based on a multi-step procedure, and the subscript k denotes the step counter, so that D k ⊆ D k+1 .
GP Posterior
A GP surrogate assumes that f in (11) has the form
where µ : R d → R is a trend function, and X is a mean-zero square-integrable Gaussian process with covariance kernel C(x, x ). The role of C is to generate the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H C which is the functional space that X is assumed to belong to.
Since the noise (z) is also Gaussian, we have thatf
) has a Gaussian posterior, which reduces to computing the kriging mean m(z) and kriging variance s 2 (z). One can then take µ(z) + m(z) as the point estimate of f at scenario z. In turn, the kriging variance s 2 (z) offers a principled empirical estimate of model accuracy, quantifying the approximation quality. In particular, one can use s 2 (z) as the proxy for the mean-squared error (MSE) off at z. The Gaussian process property implies that not only is the marginal posterior at z Gaussian, but also the joint distribution of (f (z 1 ), . . . , f (z M ))|D k is multivariate normal (MVN) for any M -tuple z 1:M .
By considering the process f (z) − µ(z), we may assume without loss of generality that f is statistically centered at zero. Denoting the sample average at each scenario z n by
as in Equation (9) and the overall collection as y k . = (y 1 k , . . . , y N k ) (note that here we assume that all outer scenarios have been already sampled, see further discussion on p. 14), the resulting posterior mean and variance off k (z) follow from the MVN conditional equations [33] 
where
and T denotes transpose. Note that the conditional variance τ 2 (·) is typically unknown, so applying (13) requires replacing it with a further approximationτ 2 (·), as discussed in Section 3.3.
Remark. For readers unfamiliar with emulators and surrogates, the idea is equivalent to regression: projecting the unknown f onto a specified approximation space H. The latter is "non-parametric" in the sense of being infinite-dimensional and dense in the class of continuous functions, so that for an input dataset of size N , there are O(N ) degrees of freedom. In contrast to classical regression, in emulation there is no "data": the controller is also in charge of proposing scenarios x where f should be probed; because the outputs are stochastic it makes perfect sense to batch, i.e. probe the same scenario multiple times. GP emulation treats f as a realization of a random field, recasting regression as probabilistically conditioning this random field on the given input/output pairs. This is equivalent to taking H to be the RKHS generated by kernel C and then applying the standard L 2 -projection equations.
Covariance kernels and hyperparameter estimation
Fitting a GP emulator is equivalent to specifying the covariance function C(·, ·) and applying (13) . The standard choice is a spatially stationary kernel,
reducing to the one-dimensional base kernel g. Below we use the Matérn-5/2 kernel
The hyper-parameters θ j are called characteristic length-scales and informally correspond to the distance between inputs over which the response f can change significantly [31, Ch 2] . We utilize the R packages DiceKriging [33] and hetGP [5] that fit the hyper-parameters σ, θ j by Maximum Likelihood. The latter is a nonlinear optimization problem and the packages differ in how the search for the global maximum (initialization, gradient estimation, etc.) is conducted.
Intrinsic Variance
The simulation variance τ 2 (z) is scenario-dependent and a crucial piece of fitting a surrogate. In a basic GP emulator, it is approximated by a local empirical variance, leveraging the replications offered by multiple inner simulations. This approach, known as Stochastic Kriging (SK) and introduced in Ankenman et al. [1] , setŝ
However, SK requires r n k ≥ 2 and more realistically r k n 10, as an insufficient number of inner simulations will give increasingly unreliable estimates of the conditional variance. This places a major restriction on the sequential algorithms which are then required to sample all relevant scenarios a minimal number of times. Moreover,τ in (15) is only available a posteriori, so there is no natural way to predict simulation variance at a yet-to-be-sampled scenario (Ankenman et al. [1] suggested to do a GP-based interpolation ofτ 2 for that purpose).
To overcome this limitation, we use an extended GP model [6] that jointly models the response mean z → f (z) and (log)-variance z → log τ 2 (z). Specifically, an additional latent variable Λ n is introduced for each scenario z n ∈ D. The estimated τ 2 's are then viewed as spatially smoothed versions of Λ n , combining the above interpolation idea of SK with additional smoothing to account for the uncertainty about the true τ 2 (z n ). The model jointly learns the hyperparameters defining the covariance kernel C(·, ·) of f (·), and all the Λ n 's. While this increases the complexity of the underlying optimization problem that is solved during the likelihood maximization step, tractability is maintained thanks to analytic expressions for the respective likelihood function gradients. We refer to Binois et al. [6] for the full details and utilize the resulting hetGP [5] package where this procedure is efficiently implemented. Relative to SK, the hetGP approach has no lower-bound constraint on r n k 's and is especially beneficial at the early stages of the algorithm where many of theτ 's are unstable. According to [6] , using hetGP improves performance even for homoskedastic models, simply through better handling of the replication, avoiding the pitfalls of (15) . In our experiments, hetGP performed much better, in particular lowering the bias in m k (·) for small k, and hence improving the "zooming in" feature of our sequential design strategies.
Estimating Portfolio Risk
After a surrogate for f (·) is constructed, there remains the problem of estimating the risk measure R defined in (5) . This identification problem is itself non-trivial, not least because we seek more than a point estimateR.
Taking a probabilistic point of view, R as a random variable (defined through the random variable f 1:N ) that carries its own posterior distribution given D k . Thus, a GP-based estimate of R isR
Because the weights w n are defined implicitly in terms of order statistics of f (z 1:N ),R GP requires integrating against the joint distribution off 1:N . While the latter is multivariate Gaussian, there are no closed-form formulas for the probability that one coordinatef n of a MVN distribution is a particular order statisticf (αN ) (though see [26] who develop a related approximation). Nevertheless, the conditional expectation in (16) can be in principle numerically approximated by making draws from the posterior MVN law off 1:N , evaluating the resulting quantile/tail and averaging.
A much cheaper solution is to work with the kriging means m k (z) in analogue to the standard plug-in estimatorsR SA based onȳ's in nested simulation. Specifically, we use the Harrell-Davis L−estimator (10) based on the sorted posterior means:
For estimating TVaR α , the empirical weightsŵ
based on the posterior means are used analogously to (17) . Given an estimator
, its mean is obtained by plugging in the posterior means m n k forf n like in (17) and we can similarly obtain the estimator variance:
Note that the inside term in Equation (18) is the posterior covariance matrix off 1:N k , taking advantage of the covariance structure of the GP for additional smoothing. For later use we also define the estimated quantile scenario q α which solves m k ( q α ) = m (αN ) k and may be compared to the true quantile q α based on f .
Remark. To motivate the use ofR HD,VaR , consider the "in-between" approach of starting with (16) but treating the two terms as independent:
where the weights are (up to a normalizing factor) ω n k = P(z n ∈ R|D k ). This means that we should replace the 0/1 weights in (6)- (7) with their smoothed posterior probabilities. Simulating ω n in our case studies and plotting them against the ordered means m 1:N gives a bell-shape that reasonably matches the Beta shape of the Harrell-Davis weightsw (n) in (10) . (However note that as k → ∞, ω n k → w n,V ar while the Harrell-Davis weightsw are independent of k.)
Sequential Design for Tail Approximation
To estimate R we assume being given a total budget of N inner simulations to allocate across N fixed scenarios. We then apply the following general procedure to split the computation into K sequential rounds k = 1, . . . , K, where N k is the remaining simulation budget before round k (with N 0 ≡ N ):
I. Initializef 0 by generating simulations over a subset of pilot scenarios.
II. Sequentially over k = 0, 1, . . . , until N k = 0, predictf k on Z to determine which scenarios are close to R. Allocate more inner simulations to this/these scenario(s), i.e. increase the corresponding r n 's. This is achieved via an acquisition function H(z n ) that takes into account the "closeness" of z n to R and the uncertainty s k (z n ). Potentially a new outer scenario that previously had r n k = 0 might be sampled. Then update to producef k+1 based on the new MC output.
III. The final estimateR K is obtained from Equation (17), with uncertainty expressed via (18).
Making the above mathematically precise boils down to two objectives: (i) discover the region of Z corresponding to R, and (ii) reduce s 2 k (·) in this region. These objectives match the explorationexploitation tradeoff: allocating too many replications to solve (i) produces a surrogate that lacks precision even though it recognizes the location of R, while focusing only on (ii) without sufficient searching may zero in on the wrong region. To guide this tradeoff during sequential allocation, the acquisition function is based on an uncertainty measure. The strategy is then to (myopically) carry out stepwise uncertainty reduction (SUR, see [4, 14, 15, 29, 30] ) by determining what new simulations would most reduce expected uncertainty for the next round. Despite their proliferation in the machine learning literature, to our knowledge, we are the first to apply these concepts for portfolio risk measurement.
The computational overhead associated with the loop in Step II is non-negligible. It concerns the computation of the acquisition function H k (z 1:N ), as well as the updating of the GP surrogateŝ f k →f k+1 . For computational efficiency, rather than adding a single inner simulation, we therefore work with batches of size ∆r k , meaning that N k+1 = N k − ∆r k . The sequential design procedure is therefore to determine the best allocation r n k satisfying n r n k = ∆r k . The approaches in Sections 4.1-4.2 allocate all ∆r k new replications to a single z k+1 scenario. Alternatively the approach in Section 4.3 solves an additional optimization problem on how to distribute the new inner simulations across multiple outer scenarios. For ease of presentation we focus on constant budget per step ∆r; for example, ∆r = 0.01N 1 (where N 1 is the remaining budget after initialization) yields a procedure with K = 100 rounds. Further speed-ups to reduce the overhead are discussed in Section 5.3.
Remark. Not all outer scenarios will typically be sampled by our algorithms, especially in the early rounds. Therefore, we distinguish between the total N vs. N (k) ≤ N which is the number of scenarios sampled by round k. Thus, in expressions such as (13) or (17) , the effective computation is with matrices/vectors of size N (k). This is important for computational overhead since a major bottleneck is handling the N (k) × N (k) matrix C.
Targeted MSE Criterion
For the quantile objective which corresponds to Value-at-Risk computation, the region of interest R VaR is the contour {z : f (z) = L}, where the level L = f (αN ) is implicit. To learn the contour, we wish to reduce the kriging variance for scenarios close to L. To this end we consider the targeted mean square error for a scenario z originally introduced in Picheny et al. [30] : (19) is based on the Gaussian pdf φ.
is largest for scenarios where predicted portfolio value is close to L and scenarios that have higher posterior variance. The parameter ε in (19) controls how localized is the criterion around the level L. Picheny et al. [30] recommended ε to be five percent of the response range, however, they considered noiseless samplers with τ 2 ≡ 0. In our case, it is desirable to have ε decrease as k increases, to reflect improving knowledge about R. We propose to take ε k . = s(R HD k ) from (18) which captures the uncertainty about the quantile. This is large when k is small (uncertain in earlier stages), and decreases rapidly as k increases.
The overall acquisition function to be greedily minimized is then H timse k+1 , the total (integrated) tmse over all of Z conditional on adding simulations at z k+1 :
The right hand side of (20) still contains terms that will only be known after sampling at z k+1 . Let us define
which approximates the next-step kriging variance at z n under the assumption that ∆r k additional replications were added to z m (keeping all other GP pieces frozen from the k-th round). Note that the noise matrix ∆ cand k+1 is affected by the ∆r k 's (and might have one more row/column relative to ∆ k if a hitherto unsampled scenario z m is considered), but the covariance matrix C is not.
We furthermore approximate W VaR k+1 (z n ; R) with the current tmse weight W VaR k (z n ) evaluated at the levelR HD k , so the final criterion is
which is numerically minimized over the next sampling scenario z. Selecting z k+1 as the minimizer of (22) is termed the ST-GP (for "Sequential TIMSE based on a GP") procedure.
Remark. The original [30] considered the case where Z is continuous, so the designs were augmented with new sites z k+1 and H timse was defined via an integral. In our case Z is finite (H timse is a sum) and fixed, so we add replications to existing z ∈ Z.
For TVaR α , all scenarios in the left tail need to be considered so we modify the criterion in Equation (22) to instead use weights (keeping everything else the same, including the use of
where Φ(·) denotes the standard Gaussian cdf. The weights W TVaR increase as z becomes deeper in the tail (i.e.R HD k − m k (z) is more positive), while still compensating for uncertainty. Note that a further option is to consider a convex combination
where 0 < α < 1, combining the objectives of correctly identifying the cutoff for tail scenarios, with accurately predicting all tail losses. In particular, auxiliary experiments suggest that this choice with α ∈ [0.1, 0.3] improves ST-GP for learning TVaR. For brevity, we only present the results for α = 1 (VaR) and α = 0 (TVaR).
Expected Improvement Criterion
An alternate route based on Bect et al. [4] is to analyze the random variables 1 {f k (z n )≤L} which
These variances are low when p k (z n ) is close to 0 or 1, i.e. whenf k has strong understanding of which sidef k (z) is with regard to L. This motivates to minimize the expected level set uncertainty across all Z, n p k+1 (z n )(1 − p k+1 (z n )), conditional on adding inner simulations at a chosen z m . As in the previous section, we substituteR HD k for L and consider the look-ahead version P k (z n ; z m ) of p k+1 (z n ) assuming replications are added to scenario z m , cf. (21),
The resulting Expected Contour Improvement criterion to minimize is
In the sequel this allocation rule in combination with a GP emulator is labelled SE-GP. For TVaR, the analogue of (25) would be to minimize the predictive uncertainty of the level set {z :f k+1 ≤ L}. From [26] , this can be achieved through the acquisition function
However, note that H TVaR,ECI in fact tends to neglect scenarios satisfying m k (z) R HD k because in such cases P k (z n ; z) ≈ p k (z) ≈ 1 so minimal reduction in uncertainty is achieved by sampling the extreme loss scenarios. Thus, (26) ends up behaving similar to (25) and does not explore enough of the left tail as needed for proper TVaR estimation.
Dynamic Allocation Designs
Adding inner simulations in batches allows the possibility of sampling in parallel several different outer scenarios. This can be advantageous in anticipating the global updating effect of running new inner simulations. Such parallel updating also offers a bridge between the sequential approaches and the fixed-stage methods, such as the 3-stage approach of [27] .
Let ∆r k be the budget for stage k. We wish to choose {r n k } to minimize the posterior estimator variance s 2 (R k+1 ) in Equation (18) subject to the constraints n r n k = ∆r k , and r n k ≥ 0. To do so, we extend the solution of Liu and Staum [27] , who considered the specific case when r n k is constant in both k and n, to the sequential design context where r n k varies among rounds k and locations z n . Conditioning on a set of r n k 's and writing out the look-ahead variance, (27) whereŵ k+1 are the estimates of the weights in (5). Note that s 2 k+1 (R k+1 ) is driven by each r n k+1 through the look-ahead noise matrix ∆ cand k+1 that has diagonal entries
To proceed, we freeze the weightsŵ n k+1 =ŵ n k , whereby the key calculation involves expressing the matrix inverse (C + ∆ cand k+1 ) −1 in terms of r n 's. This is done in Lemma 1 in Appendix A. The respective proof further shows that minimizing (27) is then equivalent to minimizing
Solving this minimization problem can be done using a pegging algorithm, see e.g. [7] . As before, for the τ 2 (z n ) terms in ∆ k and ∆ cand k+1 we use the hetGP estimates. Note that (28) is predicated on adding replicates to scenarios with existing simulations since otherwise ∆ cand k+1 would be undefined for r n k = 0. Thus, to implement (28) we first create the allocation subset Z SV k of scenarios to optimize over so that in (28) the index n runs through {n : z n ∈ Z SV k }. We found that constructing Z SV based on the ST-GP weights works well (see Section 5.3 below which uses the same construction for screening scenarios for ST-GP and SE-GP). If necessary, prior to minimizing (28) we then add single replicates to any scenarios in Z SV k that have r n k = 0. The above algorithm, which we label SV-GP (for Variance minimization) in what follows, based on solving (28) makes three approximations. First, it modifies the minimization problem by using a matrix approximation in Lemma 1. Second, it treats noise variances as known (specifically it uses same estimate of τ 2 (z) across stage k and k + 1). Third, it treats the GP emulator as fixed, i.e. it does not take into account that the hyperparameters are themselves evolving in k. Due to all of the above, the resulting allocation r n k is sub-optimal. This means that while the method is providing a recipe to allocate arbitrary simulation budget, it cannot entirely replace the sequential rounds. Indeed, this is the basic shortcoming of a fixed-stage approach like that of [27] : by taking only a few stages, extra onus is placed on the initialization and proper fine-tuning of the GP surrogate. As we show below, the ultimate performance of SV-GP is not materially better than the more "naive" one-scenario-at-a-time strategies of the previous section. Since the approximations in (28) diminish as each r n k , n = 1, . . . , N increases, SV-GP tends to perform best at the later stages. It also implies that it may be beneficial to increase batch amounts ∆r k as k grows. To illustrate the various acquisition functions, Figure 1 shows normalized values of H k (z n ) for ST-GP, SE-GP and SV-GP. For the latter, we take H SV k (z n ) ≡ r n , i.e. the next-stage allocation amounts. The underlying model comes from the case study in Section 6 below. We observe that for VaR, all H target the quantile q α , with SV-GP more strongly focused in this region. Recall that ST-GP and SE-GP will pick z k+1 as the maximizer of the shown acquisition functions, while SV-GP divides ∆r k according to the indicated r n k . For TVaR, ST-GP and SV-GP target the deep tail (scenarios with worst portfolio losses), while SE-GP still focuses on the quantile region.
Rank-Based Allocation
A simpler approach is to allocate inner simulations based on the posterior means m k (z n ). Specifically, for given parameters L and U satisfying L ≤ αN ≤ U , the SR-GP ("Sequential Rank") algorithm allocates uniformly to all scenarios with rank between L and U :
(L, U ) and zero otherwise. If the values of L and U are chosen conservatively, SR-GP "blankets" all scenarios in the predicted neighborhood of interest. This ensures exploration of the potential tail, but the adaptive targeting might not be localized enough. Conversely, taking L = U = αN yields a very aggressive SR-GP scheme for estimating VaR α : it greedily adds all ∆r k scenarios to the empirical quantile, i.e. scenario q αk . Employing this extreme as a comparator addresses the value of exploration during the sequential design. In general, SR-GP should be suboptimal compared to ST-GP, SE-GP and SV-GP since it does not take uncertainty off k into account. It also suffers from the a priori difficulty to reasonably set L and U . To obtain well-performing estimators in the case studies, our choices for L and U came through several iterations of tweaking to see what worked well, all depending on the case study and risk measure. Each dot represents an outer scenario z n ; the respective size and color are scaled non-linearly in r n k . Some scenarios receive as many as r n k ≈ 1200 scenarios (total budget of N = 10 4 ).
To illustrate our sequential schemes, Figure 2 visualizes the evolution of scenario allocations r n k over one run of the SV-GP method for VaR estimation. As k increases, the vast majority of the budget goes to the tail scenarios, highlighting the adaptive inner simulations. Thus, in the later stages very few additional scenarios are augmented to D k ; rather the values of r n k are increasing for locations near the quantile q α . The learning of f can be observed by comparing the k = 1 panel where the algorithm investigated scenarios with z 2 > 225, and the panels with k = 30 and k = 100 where the corresponding values of r n k remain low after the emulator realizes that |m k (z n ) − R| is in fact large in that region. The final plot for k = 100 also shows how the GP's spatial covariances are taken into account: scenarios are sampled in "clusters"-centered around a single scenario with a very high r n k , with nearby locations benefiting from this information.
Updating the Emulator
At each stage of the algorithm, the GP emulator is updated fromf k tof k+1 . After recording the number of replications (r n k ) N n=1 to add to each scenario according to the procedures discussed in Section 4 and generating the new data {y n,i : i = r n k + 1, . . . r n k + r n k }, we have the recursive update
which is used for ∆ k+1 in (13) . Next, directly re-computing m k+1 , s 2 k+1 requires inverting the |D k | × |D k | GP covariance matrix C which is computationally expensive. Instead, we update the GP model by re-using the expressions on the RHS of (13) from stage k. In our context updates come in two flavors, both of them internally incorporated in hetGP. First, if a new outer scenario z k+1 (that previously had r n k = 0) is added to D k then the GP updating equations [15] can be applied, utilizing the Woodbury formula for finding matrix inverse when augmenting by 1 row. Second, if only new replications are added, i.e. |D k+1 | = |D k | then we adjust ∆ k+1 without touching C [5] . Intuitively, it is sufficient to just keep track ofȳ n ,τ 2 (z n ) and r n k 's, and the latter 3 vectors all satisfy simple updating arithmetic [10, 24] 
whereȳ n k is the average of the new y n,i 's andτ 2 k is the corresponding sample variance. Note that updating freezes the GP hyperparameters, see Section 5.3 below.
Initialization off
Initially, we have r n = 0 for all n, i.e. no data to inform us where the tail region may lie. To initialize, the typical solution is to use a small number N init of pilot scenarios that are representative of the entire domain Z, determined by some space-filling algorithm (e.g. Latin Hypercube sampling, LHS). Chauvigny et al. [11] provides a more elaborate method using statistical depth functions to identify pilot scenarios based on the geometry of Z.
A small challenge is that LHS and other space-filling approaches are not directly applicable to a discrete scenario set which is non-uniform in space (see Figure 3) . Instead we develop a minimaxstyle initialization procedure based on Euclidean distance z − z 2 and described in Appendix B. Note that the resulting design size N init = |D 0 | is not fully pre-determined. After determining D 0 , we allocate an equal number of inner simulations to each scenario, i.e. r n 0 = ∆r 0 /N init for all {n : z n ∈ D 0 } to buildf 0 . In our case studies below we take ∆r 0 = 0.1N and N init = 0.01N so that we spend 10% of the total budget on the pilots which cover 1% of the scenarios. The k = 1 panel of Figure 2 illustrates this space-filling procedure by plotting the pilot scenarios (heavy black dots). It also shows the first round allocation, where locations having r n 1 > 0 are starting to line up along the initial contour estimate.
Implementation Details
The two most popular kernels for GP emulation are the Matérn−5/2 family in Equation (14) and the Gaussian family,
Note that the choice of the kernel family modifies the meaning of the hyperparameters, so direct comparison is fraught. In Section 6.4 we present numerical evidence that the choice of covariance kernel generally has only a minor impact on the resulting emulatorsf k . The classical method for inferring the hyperparameters θ and process variance σ 2 is by optimizing the marginal likelihood, either through MLE or penalized MLE, using the likelihood function based on the distributions described in Section 3.1. Either case leads to a nonlinear optimization problem. In a sequential setting, the hyperparameters are ideally refitted at each stage to improve the Likelihood function as more data comes in. However, this is computationally impractical since evaluation of the likelihood requires O(|D k | 3 ). Alternatives to this are to refit the hyperparameters at certain points in the algorithm, e.g. after 10%, 20%, . . . , 90% (or with a nonlinear schedule, such as 2%, 4%, 8%, . . . ) of the budget has been depleted. The latter scheme has the advantage of refitting more frequently earlier when there is less certainty about the hyperparameters, and when the refits are cheaper.
The above logic also implies preference for algorithms that keep |D k | small. In that sense a more targeted algorithm like ST-GP is preferred over SV-GP that by its nature spreads inner simulations across many scenarios. A related overhead concerns predictingf k on Z, i.e. evaluating m k (z 1:N ) and s k (z 1:N ), which is required by all the acquisition functions. This carries O(|D k | 2 · |Z|) effort, once again showing the cost of a large design D k . It also leads to the trick of reducing Z to a candidate set Z cand k by screening scenarios that are far from the tail. One way to screen is to re-use the weights W k (z n ) from Equations (19) and (23) to assess relevance of scenarios. Specifically, in our case studies below we determine the candidate set Z cand k at stage k via
Thus only above outer scenarios are considered when evaluating the acquisition functions (methods ST-GP, SE-GP, SV-GP). As an illustration, on a typical run of the first case study, this screening shrunk the prediction set from N = 10000 scenarios to |Z cand 1 | = 528 (657 for TVaR) after the first round, reducing the overhead of predicting the GP surrogate on Z cand 1 by a factor of ≈ 20. Furthermore, the candidate sets |Z cand k | shrink as k grows, as the GP better learns the tail scenarios.
In the examples below we used a constant stage-wise budget ∆r k ≡ ∆r; an embellished version could easily include changing batch sizes over rounds, for example smaller batches in earlier rounds where the GP has high global uncertainty. Choosing batch size also determines the total number of rounds K, influencing GP regression and prediction overhead, as well as the computation cost of SUR acquisition functions. In general we find (cf. Section 6.1) that the algorithms focus on only a small number of scenarios which means that the same z n 's get repeatedly picked by our sequential criteria. As a result, a large batch size, say ∆r = 0.1N 1 , offers little performance loss compared to a smaller ∆r = 0.01N 1 , and reduces the overhead of selecting z k+1 .
Returning to the GP emulator itself, we found that a simple trend function µ(·) in (12) is sufficient for de-trending. While the choice of µ(·) has little impact on the predictionf k , it helps the nonlinear optimization routine in fitting the hyperparameters, and is also beneficial in the very beginning of the sequential stages. Note that the trend modifies somewhat the spatial dependence of the response and hence the θ j hyperparameters. A parametric mean function can also be specified via basis functions with respective coefficients to be fitted, so that µ(z) = β 0 + j β j h j (z). In this case, the β's are estimated simultaneously with the other hyperparameters, an approach known as Universal Kriging [33] . In our experience, in most financial settings µ(·) can be either easily identified as the intrinsic value of the portfolio (like in our first case study), or taken to be a constant β 0 (fitted as part of the GP, see the second case study).
Comparison with other Approaches
To benchmark the proposed algorithms defined in Section 4, we compare to several alternatives. We primarily focus on other regression-based approaches and concentrate on quantifying the role of (i) adaptive budget allocation; and (ii) sequential approaches as compared to simpler 1-, 2-or 3-stage methods. A summary of these benchmarks, as well as the procedures discussed previously in the section are given in Table 1. 1. LB: a perfect information method used as a Lower Bound. We assume that the tail/quantile scenarios are known a priori, and look to minimize MSE ofR. For VaR this corresponds to minimizing the posterior variance at q α which is trivially achieved by allocating the entire budget N to the true quantile scenario. In that case there is no GP surrogate and the estimator variance is the Monte Carlo averaging error, i.e. τ 2 (q α )/N . For TVaR α , we allocate the budget N uniformly among the true tail {z n : f (z n ) ≤ f (αN ) } and fit a GP to the results.
A3-GP:
The Adaptive 3-stage algorithm of Liu and Staum [27] . The first stage simulates from space-filling pilot scenarios similar to our approach. The second stage allocates uniformly across a screened candidate set Z cand
1
. The third stage then solves for r n to minimize variance ofR 2 like in SV-GP and Lemma 1. We follow their suggestions, with 0.02N stage-2 design locations, and stage-3 budget of N 2 = 0.7N . to estimateR. This is the crudest comparator that has no adaptive allocation but still employs spatial smoothing. We find that fitting a GP to the entire collection of outputs is computationally unfeasible for large scenario sets, N 1000, so instead we fit to {z n : y n ≤ y (2000) }, which yields similar overhead times to ST-GP and still offers significant improvement over no GP smoothing.
We also consider two non-GP methods to investigate the importance of spatial smoothing. The first is called U1-SA, which is the same as U1-GP but uses the sample meansȳ n and empirical variancesτ 2 (z n ) in place of GP-based posterior means. This is the "vanilla" nested simulation method. The second is a ranking-and-selection (R&S) approach, introduced in Broadie et al. [8] for the purpose of comparing f 1:N with a given level L. With our notation, at stage k this BR-SA algorithm allocates ∆r k simulations to the scenario z k+1 which minimizes H BR k (z n ) . = r n k · |ȳ n k − L|/τ (z n ). The above acquisition function compares the scenario sample average to L, normalizing by the respective sample uncertainty τ (z n )/r n k which resembles H ECI in (25) but without having an emulator. For our purposes we replace L withR HD k . Also, we follow the suggestion of [8] Table 1 : Comparator approaches as described in Section 5.4. All approaches (except U1-GP) use the same initialization procedure described in Algorithm 1 with N init = 0.01N stage-1 scenarios. The budgeting parameters for the sequential methods are chosen to yield K = 100.
corresponding to a very simple homoskedastic smoother:
is the average over all empirical variances. Here,r is the smoothing parameter, and we taker = 5 following [8] . A comparison with these non-GP benchmarks is discussed in Section 6.3.
Remark. Note that following above "recipe" one may combine any of the introduced acquisition functions with a sample-averages based approach, yielding, say, ST-SA or SV-SA approaches. As explained, a limitation of not having an emulator is inability to properly forecast τ 2 (z) at scenarios that do not have enough inner simulations. From the other direction, we recall the Least Squares Monte Carlo methods (like in Bauer et al. [3] ) which use spatial smoothing but a non-sequential allocation. We do not compare to the latter since our focus is on experimental design rather than purely the regression/smoothing step.
Case Study: Black Scholes Option Portfolio
We begin with a two-dimensional example where f (z) can be computed exactly. Working in 2-D with a known f allows for easy visualization of the algorithms, and provides exact error calculations. Consider a portfolio whose value is driven by two risky assets Z t ≡ (S 1 t , S 2 t ) that have Geometric Brownian motion dynamics:
Above the W i are correlated Brownian motions under the risk neutral measure Q with d W (1) , W (2) t = ρ dt and β is the constant interest rate. Our model parameters are summarized in Table 2 . The portfolio consists of Call options: long 100 K 1 = 40−strike Calls on S 1 and short 50 K 2 = 85−strike Calls on S 2 . We work with a risk horizon T = 1 year, and target VaR α and TVaR α risk measures with α = 0.005. By risk-neutral pricing, the value of the portfolio at T and starting with A contour plot of f , obtained from the Black Scholes formula, is shown in Figure 3 . Observe that f (z) is most negative in the upper-left corner, while τ 2 (z) is increasing in both z 1 and z 2 , so that additional focus may be spent toward the upper-right corner where uncertainty is largest and the scenarios are more scarce. The figure also exhibits the scenario set Z which we generated as a fixed sample from the bivariate log-normal distribution of (S 1 T , S 2 T ). Note that here Z was generated using Q-distribution, so the dynamics of the factors on [0, T ] and [T, T i ] are the same, i.e. the physical and risk-neutral measures coincide. This is solely for a simpler presentation of the case-study; in our experience the role of Z is secondary to the other considerations. The red line in Figure 3 shows the true (relative to the shown Z) quantile loss f (αN ) = f (q α ) = −4052.02, indicating the region that the methods are supposed to target. In this case study, the outputs y n,i are obtained by simulating the log-normal values of S 1 2 , S 2 3 conditional on (S 1 1 , S 2 1 ) = (z 1 , z 2 ) and plugging them into the payoff
where T = 1, T 1 = 2 and T 2 = 3. We proceed to compare all the methods listed in Table 1 using the global experiment parameters of N = 10 4 , N = 10 4 , so that αN = 50. Note that since N = N , U1-GP allocates a single inner simulation per scenario. The fully sequential schemes use N init = 0.01N = 100 with r n 0 = 10 during initialization (i.e. N 1 = N − r 0 N init = 9000), and K = 100 stages, so that ∆r k = N 1 /K = 90 during all other rounds. The GP hyperparameters are refitted at stage k = 10, 20, . . . , 100 for each sequential method, and after each stage for A3-GP and U2-GP.
Since we have the exact value-at-risk R VaR . = f (50) and Tail VaR R TVaR . = 1 50 50 n=1 f (n) , the bias and squared error (SE) of a given final estimateR K for either VaR or TVaR are simply
For the mean function µ(·) of the GP in (12) we took the intrinsic value of the portfolio at T , that is,
The above choice was compared to a simpler constant mean function µ(z) = β 0 with β 0 fitted along with other GP hyperparameters; the latter yielded no statistically significant differences in the resulting performance of the schemes although it did increase the GP uncertainties s k (z n ).
Comparing Algorithms
Assessment of the algorithms is done through performing 100 macro-replications m = 1, . . . , 100 (i.e. repeating the whole procedure with a fresh set of sampled y n,i 's) for both VaR and TVaR with the fixed set Z, obtaining estimatesR
K . This yields a true sampling distribution of the estimators from various algorithms, controlling for the intrinsic variability of inner simulations. These outputs are used to compute bias, variance, and SE, and the results are illustrated through several tables and figures. Detailed visualization of sequential methods is provided in Section 6.2. Table 3 reports (i) SD(R K ), where the horizontal line is the true risk measure R obtained from the analytic Black-Scholes computation. For VaR we recall that our estimators are expected to converge to the Harrell-Davis estimator R VaR,HD which is used as the ground truth in our discussion below. In the present example the difference relative to the true quantile was about 20, f (αN ) = −4052.02, R HD = −4032.21.
We begin discussion with Value-at-Risk. The uniform allocation (U1-GP) results are not plotted since they are far beyond axis limits; the tables show that its RMSE is more than 60 times larger than that of LB. All other methods offer clear improvement over traditional nested Monte Carlo. Comparing in the order of U1-GP, U2-GP and A3-GP roughly shows the improvement thanks to VaR 0.005 increasing the number of stages, with the latter gaining about 20% in RMSE reduction relative to U2-GP. Going to a sequential scheme with 100 stages we gain another 15-20% improvementcompare ST-GP to A3-GP. A few other comparisons can be made. Between the two SUR-type strategies, SE-GP does not perform well relative to ST-GP, suggesting that the latter acquisition function is more appropriate for quantile learning, likely due to its ability to account for uncertainty in the estimatedR HD K . For the rank based methods, SR-GP-2 doing well (competitive with ST-GP) shows that the choices of L = 26, U = 75 work well for VaR 0.005 in this case study, while the poor performance of SR-GP-1 is indicative of its narrow focus on the empirical quantile. By being overly aggressive, SR-GP-1 may completely miss some scenarios that constitute R HD , which contributes to more bias and dispersion across runs.
Overall, in terms of RMSE, the best performing are ST-GP, SV-GP and SR-GP-2. From the boxplots we see that all methods (except LB which as expected is unbiased) are biased high, i.e. under-report capital requirements. Of note, SE-GP and SR-GP-1 have relatively high biases and also larger SD(R K ). Note that without spatial smoothing, quantile estimates are biased low since empirical quantiles are more extreme relative to the ground truth. Through spatial averaging, the emulator pulls the bias the other way. Table 3 also compares s(R
The former is the internal emulator-based estimate of the standard error forR, while the latter is the observed sampling standard deviation across the macro-replications. There is no way to calculate SD(R K ) a priori, and we hope that s(R K ) can act as a proxy. This ability to accurately report standard errors is an important part of the emulation. Of course, s(R
[m]
K ) is itself random, so in the Table we report its averages and Figure 4 shows its own sampling distribution. Thus, the goal is to have s(R
K ) stable across runs and with mean close to SD(R K ). We do observe that all methods have s reasonably close to SD(R [1:100] K ), with the biggest discrepancies occurring with SV-GP and A3-GP. Both of these methods are designed to minimize s(R k ), which may cause these values to be biased low. From the boxplots we note that SV-GP has the most stable s(R K ) across runs, while SR-GP-1, A3-GP, and U2-GP offer least reliable standard error estimates.
For Tail Value-at-Risk, the results are nearly identical. We again witness poor performance of SE-GP (RMSE 2.01 times larger than LB) which confirms that the respective acquisition function H ECI is inadequate. Also note that in the TVaR context, the more aggressive SR-GP-1 outperforms SR-GP-2. This illustrates that SR-GP requires careful fine-tuning of the L and U values.
A final visual comparison of the sequential methods is provided through fan plots in Figure 6 which illustrates evolution of the estimated risk measureR k as the rounds k progress. This is one of the major advantages of a sequential procedure which allows "online" use of the algorithm. Thus the user can monitorR k for example to judge the convergence, adaptively stop the simulations, or report interim estimates. The fan plots show quantiles (in terms of m) over macro replications of R on some runs, highlighting the importance of exploration.
For TVaR we observe that bias(R k ) is generally low already after a few rounds, indicating the easier task of estimating a level-set compared to estimating a quantile. We also see that ST-GP succeeds in learning TVaR very quickly initially but then its performance plateaus; by k = 100 SV-GP achieves better bias and lower SD(R k ). The worse performance of SE-GP for TVaR , especially in terms of very high SD(R K ) confirms the previous discussion.
To check the effect of the batch size ∆r, we re-ran ST-GP with ∆r = 0.001N 1 (i.e. 9 new inner simulations per round), and observeds and RMSE to be 48.37 and 59.22 respectively. These values are statistically indistinguishable from the same ST-GP scheme with ∆r = 0.01N 1 . In other words, a batch size of ∆r = 0.001N 1 (i.e. K = 1000 rounds) versus ∆r = 0.01N 1 does not provide a significant improvement in this experiment. We found that the smaller batches ended up yielding a procedure that picked the same scenario several times in a row, so that it behaved similarly to a larger batch size anyway.
Comparing Sequential Schemes
To complement Figure 1 that gives a snapshot of scenarios targeted by different schemes in a fixed dataset, Figure 7 shows the overall budget allocation r 1:N K produced by the ST-GP, SE-GP and SV-GP at the end of a representative run. For VaR 0.005 , ST-GP and SE-GP perform similarly with concentration of effort around rank 50 = αN . For reference, 93%, 73% and 99.1% of the N 1 budget after initialization was allocated to {z : f (25) ≤ f (z n ) ≤ f (75) } for ST-GP, SE-GP and SV-GP respectively, with maximum replication amounts max n r n K of 3790, 1260 and 990. This highlights the high degree of adaptivity with up to 30% of the budget spent on a single scenario (comparable to the LB benchmark which spends 100% on the quantile scenario).
For TVaR, 95%, 100% and 98.1% of the N 1 budget was spent among {z : f (1) ≤ f (z n ) ≤ f (50) } for ST-GP, SE-GP and SV-GP respectively with maximum allocations of 1890, 4600 and 531. In particular, ST-GP and SV-GP succeed in identifying and sampling (with more or less comparable r n K 's) from nearly all scenarios in the left tail, while SE-GP leads to a hit-and-miss design as far as the true locations of f (1:50) are concerned. Although all of SE-GP samples were in the true tail, its design tended to be extremely concentrated (only about a dozen non-pilot scenarios added), creating small spatial clusters with a single scenario explored in each cluster.
VaR TVaR Figure 7 : Replication counts r n K versus true rank of f 1:N after the final stage for sequential methods for the 2-D Black-Scholes case study. y−axis is on the log scale. All three schemes share the exact same initialization stage which can be seen via scenarios (especially on the right side of each plot) with ∆r 0 = 10. Otherwise, for ST-GP and SE-GP all r n K 's are multiples of ∆r = 90. For SV-GP there are no constraints on r n K which can be as low as 1.
From a different perspective, Table 3 lists the average total design size |D K |. We observe that ST-GP and SE-GP only use about 120 scenarios (recall that N init = 100 scenarios were already selected during initialization), while SV-GP uses about 300. This is because SV-GP by construction allocates r n k across multiple scenarios, which can be also observed in Figure 7 . In particular there are many scenarios that were just "probed" by SV-GP r n K = 1 (cf. discussion on Z SV in Section 4.3) but not really used. The resulting larger design size translates into larger computational overhead. Notably, SE-GP is more concentrated than ST-GP and does not appear to explore Z sufficiently. Figure 8 illustrates evolution of s k (z) at k = 1, 20, 100 using the SV-GP scheme, for both VaR and TVaR. As k increases, posterior uncertainty s k (z n ) shrinks; we furthermore see the targeted allocation of inner simulations with s k (z n ) lowest near the quantile q α (true rank 50) for VaR and throughout the left tail (true rank ≤ 50) for TVaR. There is a clear distinction between the two VaR 0.005 TVaR 0.005 Figure 8 : Using SV-GP, posterior GP standard deviation s k (z n ) at stage k = 1, 20, 100 for one run, sorted according to the true rank of f (z 1:N ). y−axis is on the log scale. Lower s k (z n ) indicates higher density of inner simulations in the spatial neighborhood of z n . panels, with VaR −0.005 focusing more on rank 50 than rank 1-10, and vice-versa for T V aR 0.005 . This effect is also observed in Figure 9 : variance and bias are minimized at q α for VaR α and in the entire left tail for TVaR α .
Gains from Spatial Modeling
VaR TVaR Figure 9 : Using ST-GP, output for single run after K = 100. Both panels show the true f (z), with point estimates m K (z) andȳ n K , and 95% credible/confidence intervals, all sorted according to the true rank of f (z 1:N ). Around eachȳ n K is a 95% error bar using the hetGP estimateτ (z n )/r n K for the simulation variance while each m K (z n ) comes with error bars based on s K (z n ). Figure 9 visualizes the spatial features of the GP surrogate at the conclusion of K = 100 rounds for a typical run of ST-GP. Recall that our hetGP model smoothes both the sample averagesȳ n K and the sample variancesτ 2 K (z n ). This has the double effect of improving the accuracy of learning f (z n ) and lowering the uncertainty of that estimate. Indeed, in the Figure we may see that m K (z n ) is much closer to f (z n ) relative to the empiricalȳ n K 's and moreover, the GP posterior variance s K (z n ) is much lower than the empiricalτ K (z n ). We stress that the Figure flattens the underlying 2-D space into a one-dimensional realization, so z's of neighboring rank might be far apart spatially and hence carry quite different (m K (z), s K (z)) values. In particular, scenarios with large error bars are generally spatially distant from the true quantile contour (left tail, in the TVaR case), whereby the algorithm discovered it was not worth sampling and kept r n K low. For scenarios with high r n k the two error bars are closer. Large uncertainty and bias are apparent on the right side of both panels since the algorithms are explicitly targeting the left tail and hence sacrifice accuracy elsewhere. This feature is also observed on the extreme left for VaR.
To better quantify the improvement in learning R thanks to the spatial borrowing of information across scenarios hinted in Figure 9 , we first compare two non-adaptive algorithms: standard nested sampling dubbed U1-SA which works with sample averagesȳ, versus U1-GP which smoothes them via a GP surrogate. This comparison crystallizes the pure "spatial" effect without any confounding due to the adaptive design. Table 4 reports the results for various simulation budgets N . We see that the use of a spatial model allows a speed-up of about 5x in terms of improved bias and RMSE. For example, U1-SA with N = 500, 000 has RMSE of 152.49 which is comparable to the RMSE of U1-GP with just a fifth as many simulations (149.09 for N = 100, 000). For really large budgets, the gap narrows since sample averages start to yield decent estimates of f (z). Table 4 also compares the average local empirical variance at the sample quantileτ (R HD ) (used by U1-SA to compute standard errors) againsts, the average GP-based standard error ofR HD K . We observe an uncertainty reduction of more than 50% for same budgets, again thanks to spatial borrowing.
U1-SA
U1-GP BR-SA Table 4 : For the 2-D Black Scholes portfolio case study, average values over 100 macro replications of posterior standard deviation and RMSE forR K using nested MC (U1-SA), the BR-SA algorithm in Broadie et al. [8] and uniform GP surrogate, U1-GP. U1-SA is the standard nested Monte Carlo based on sample averages; U1-GP uses a GP fitted to the simulation output based on single-stage uniform allocation, and BR-SA uses MC sample averages along with a sequential R&S procedure, see Section 5.4. For N = 10 4 the inner simulation budget is r n = 1, not allowing an estimate of τ (q α ) for -SA methods.
From a different angle we can compare the BR-SA method, which does non-uniform allocation of inner simulations, against, say, ST-GP. While BR-SA dramatically outperforms U1-SA (for instance BR-SA with N = 5 · 10 4 is comparable to U1-SA with a budget 10 times larger), it is still far behind the surrogate-based sequential approaches. It takes a 10-20 times larger budget for BR-SA to begin matching the RMSE's of the methods from the previous section that only employed N = 10 4 . So while BR-SA carries essentially no regression/sequential design overhead, the cost in terms of increasing simulation effort is enormous. To conclude, spatial modeling yields an orderof-magnitude simulation savings in this example. (We also remark that by its construction, BR-SA first allocates two inner simulations at each scenario and only then enters its adaptive phase. So for N ≤ 2N it reduces to U1-SA; our schemes will produce adaptive allocations even under small simulation budgets.)
Choice of GP Emulator
To use a GP emulator, one must pick a covariance kernel and also a specific method for fitting the model to the simulation outputs. To investigate the respective impact, we compare use of two different kernel families-Matérn-5/2 versus Gaussian, cf. (14) and (32)-and two different approaches for modeling simulation variance τ 2 (z). Specifically we compare the stochastic kriging approach of using point estimatesτ 2 (z n ) to estimate τ 2 (z n ) (implemented in DiceKriging R package) and the joint response-noise surface approach of hetGP. The latter is more complex and hence brings more computational overhead. Table 5 provides final RMSE, as well as bias at several stages when using the ST-GP acquisition function with the above three choices of the GP emulator. Table 5 : For the 2-D Black Scholes portfolio case study, average RMSE ofR K across different GP models/kernel families. We also report average bias bias(R k ) across a selection of intermediate stages k = 1, 10, 20, 50, 100. All methods use the ST-GP rule and are based on 100 macroreplications.
We observe that using the empirical variance estimatesτ 2 (z n ) (SK) generates glaringly high biases at initial stages. In turn, the hetGP model is able to de-bias efficiently. Although bias falls rapidly as the algorithm progresses, the SK emulator still has a 50% higher bias (and 20% higher RMSE) at the k = 100 stage. Because in practice one does not know when the bias has been effectively alleviated, this is a significant shortcoming of working with an SK emulator and highlights the importance of properly modeling the noise surface τ (·). In comparing kernels, the Gaussian kernel shows slightly higher RMSE and bias compared to Matérn-5/2, though not by a significant margin. This matches the folklore view that Matérn is the default choice for the kernel family.
Case Study: Life Annuities under Stochastic Interest Rate and Mortality
To check if the relative performance of each method remains the same in a more elaborate setting, we move to a case study in higher dimensions with a more complicated payoff function. Despite increased complexity we maintain the same budget N = 10 4 which is expected to magnify the relative differences across proposed methods. The setup in this section considers an annuitant who enters into a contract to begin collecting payments in S years, whence the payments continue annually until death of the individual. (In practice some cutoff age x u is set for the final payment.) Regulations require analysis of quantiles of the T = 1-year value of this contract to the insurer. The major drivers of portfolio loss are interest rate risk (low interest rates increasing the present value of annuity payments) and mortality risk (increased longevity raising the value of the annuity). These factors are captured by 6-D stochastic state: a three-factor model for interest rates and a three-factor stochastic mortality model.
We wish to find the present value of this annuity at horizon T ≤ S, before payments begin at S. To this end, let T (x) be the remaining random lifetime of an individual aged x today. The annuity payment at t is predicated on T (x) > t whose likelihood P (t, x) we represent as
where q(u, x + u) is the mortality rate, i.e. the probability of an individual aged x + u dying in calendar year u (alternatively interpreted as individual aged x today dying between ages x + u and x + u + 1). Integrating out idiosyncratic mortality experience (denoted by P r(·) in (36)), we focus on systematic factors that affect future evolution of mortality. Thus, we view q(u, x + u) as a random variable that is driven by stochastic mortality factors (Z t ), i.e. q(Z t ; t, x). This implies that the survival probability P (Z [T,t] ; t, x) in (36) depends on the whole path Z [T,t] between the horizon T and the summed years t. Let β t be the instantaneous interest rate at time t, which also depends on (other) components of (Z t ). The net present value of the annuity at T (conditioning on T (x) > T and assuming that the longevity and interest rate risks are independent) is
For survival probabilities we choose the following model, known as (M7) in Cairns et al. [9] :
In (38), the stochastic drivers are κ j t , j = 1, 2, 3 as well as γ t−x ; the rest are fixed parameters. Specifically,x is the average age the model is fit to, andσ 2 x is the mean value over fitted ages x of (x −x) 2 , which are interpreted as age effects. The model allows a plugin for age x, while the stochastic factors are the period effects κ i t which capture mortality evolution over calendar year, and γ t−x which is the cohort effect. These constitute discrete-time ARIMA models, following the common choice that each κ i is a random walk with drift. Typically, γ · is fitted as an ARMA model.
For reproducibility, we use the R package StMoMo [37] which contains tools for fitting and simulating (38). Namely, we utilize the England & Wales (E&W) mortality contained in the data and previously studied in Cairns et al. [9] . Because the expression (36) for P (Z [T,t] ; t, x) has Equation (38) evaluated at (u, x + u) for age/year, it results in a fixed cohort effect γ x fitted from historic values of the ARMA process.
The interest rate dynamics for (β t ) are from [13] , defined through a three-factor Cox-IngersollRoss model with stochastic volatility ζ t and stochastic drift α t
where W β , W α and W ζ are independent standard Brownian motions.
Overall, this implies a 6-D Markov state process Z t = (β t , α t , ζ t , κ 1 t , κ 2 t , κ 3 t ). Thus, the procedure to obtain payoff realizations Y i (z n,i · ) is to first simulate paths (z n,i t ) t≥T from the distribution (Z t ) t≥T |Z T = z n , plug-in the realizations for the (κ j t ) t≥T , j = 1, 2, 3 into (38) to evaluate (36) , and finally use these survival probabilities as well as the simulated (β t ) t≥T to compute
Note that the κ's are discrete-time, while the interest rate model uses continuous t. For the latter, we use a simple forward Euler method with discretization ∆t = 0.1. In all, one cashflow Y (·) takes approximately 0.01115 seconds to evaluate (i.e. about 2 minutes for the 10 4 overall inner simulations), while it takes 0.000513 seconds to evaluate for the first case study. Such a computationally expensive simulator is more representative of real-life simulation engines and reduces the impact of overhead costs in emulator fitting, selection, and prediction.
Results
For the remainder of this section, we consider the horizon T = 1 and analyze f (Z 1 ) in Equation (37) , the net present value of the life annuity one year into the future. We take x = 55 and annuity start date of S = 10, when the individual retires at age x = 65. As before, we simulate Z 1 via Algorithm 1 in Appendix B to determine a scenario set Z with N = 10 4 . The interest rate parameters in Equation (39) areβ = 0.04,ᾱ = 0.04,ζ = 0.02, φ = 0.05, with the E&W mortality model fitted over the age range x ∈ [55, 89] using the StMoMo package [37] . As in the previous case study, the GP hyperparameters are refitted after stages 10, 20, . . . , 100, and after each round for A3-GP and U2-GP. For the mean function, we fit the constant µ(z) ≡ β 0 .
Under the setup (37), there is no closed form evaluation for f (z), so we obtain a benchmark R B through simulation-this value is determined by running the SR-GP approach with N = 2 · 10 7 using K = 200 rounds (so that ∆r k = 1 · 10 5 ; we also take a very conservative L = 1, U = 200 Figure 10 , and the numeric values for estimator standard deviation, RMSE, and final design sizes in Table 6 . Table 6 : Results for the 6-D life annuity case study based on 100 macro-replications. We report sample standard deviation ofR
, average GP posterior standard deviation s, and RMSE of R K , as well as average final design size for each approach. The last column reports the running time in seconds. Description of the methods is in Table 1 .
The results only slightly differ from the first case study in terms of relative performance. For VaR 0.005 , SV-GP again has the lowest RMSE value, although ST-GP is only 6% worse. Interestingly, A3-GP performs as well as SR-GP-2. Since A3-GP allocates ∆r 1 among 200 locations, this suggests that the bandwidth L = 26, U = 75 for SR-GP-2 may be too tight for this more complex setup, especially since this time it only slightly outperforms the aggressive SR-GP-1. As before, U1-GP fails (RMSE is more than 15x higher than for SV-GP), and while U2-GP offers a large improvement, it still has a much higher RMSE compared to the other methods. The boxplots in Figure 10 show that the most stable uncertainty quantification (tight distribution of s(R HD K ) and close to the actual SD(R K )) is provided by ST-GP, SV-GP and SR-GP-2. Like in the first case study, SE-GP leads to more across-run dispersion in bothR K and its reported standard error.
The TVaR results are similar; we comment on a few noticeable differences. SV-GP still has the lowest RMSE and the lowest SD(R K ). At the other end, SE-GP shows the same issues with its acquisition function and unstable s(R K ). The SR-GP methods do second best (although their uncertainty quantification is significantly less reliable with unstable s(R K )), with A3-GP and ST-GP close behind. We attribute the relative "win" of SV-GP to its more diffuse allocation, i.e. larger |D K |, which indicates that estimating TVaR in a more complex example requires wider casting of the net, rather than narrowly targeting the tail. Overall, this case study confirms the performance gains of the GP-based sequential methods even in a higher-dimensional setting. 
Conclusion
We provided the first comprehensive examination of sequential methods for estimating VaR α and TVaR α using Gaussian process emulators and nested simulations over a fixed set of outer scenarios. Existing approaches in the simulation literature fall short for this application, whether it be assuming the level (VaR α ) is known [30, 4, 15] and/or non-noisy outputs [26] , using a non sequential algorithm [27] , or not using a spatial model for smoothing [8] .
We document a two orders-of-magnitude savings relative to plain nested Monte Carlo, with about 10x savings thanks to adaptive allocation and 5x savings due to spatial modeling. These gains are strongest for small simulation budgets N ≈ N where existing approaches essentially fail or are not applicable. As a further advantage, employing a GP emulator also leads to essentially unbiased risk estimators (in contrast to biased unsmoothed versions) and provides a reliable estimate of standard error. We also took advantage of the newly introduced heteroskedastic GP framework in hetGP [6] . The improved estimation of the noise surface τ 2 (·) slashes the bias inf when replicate counts r k 's are low, and yields a more robust estimator forR k throughout.
All fully sequential methods showed significant improvement over both the simple two-stage approach and three-stage method of [27] . The major downside to our combination of GP emulation and sequential design is the regression/prediction overhead, however this is reduced significantly by batching and carefully choosing candidate sets Z cand k . In addition, the overall time spent computing acquisition functions, fitting and predicting becomes negligible in more realistic examples where calls to Y (·) are expensive.
We have identified two top-performing approaches. SV-GP, the fully sequential adaptation of [27] , did best in terms of RMSE in both case studies. SV-GP also led to the smallest variation in the outputted posterior uncertainty s K (R K ), allowing this value to be a reliable proxy for the true sampling standard deviation. ST-GP performed nearly as well, and in fact appeared to do best for the first few rounds, cf. the fan plots of Figure 6 . The implementation of SV-GP involves a separate auxiliary optimization problem and brings more overhead and coding complexity. In contrast the criterion of ST-GP is straightforward and also keeps the emulator model size to a minimum (in terms of |D k | which is the key determinant for GP overhead). An even simpler/faster scheme is the rank-based SR-GP that also performed well, but its results depended heavily on the choices of L and U , which in turn were varying among case studies and VaR α versus TVaR α . This is a further advantage of SV-GP and ST-GP that require no user-specified parameters. The mixed performance of SE-GP offers a cautionary tale that designing a good acquisition function is important for overall performance. Our take-away is that ST-GP is an excellent choice when budget N is really limited, while for larger budgets a scheme like SV-GP is best.
There are multiple ways to move further. The best-performing SV-GP could be further embellished through fine-tuning the weights w that are used during the respective look-ahead variance optimization. For example, the related three-stage approach in [27] uses an empirical weight estimate obtained through simulation in order to determine weights for the TVaR estimator. Modifying the optimization criterion to avoid the requirement that r n k ≥ 1 would remove the scenario probing and drastically shrink SV-GP's design size |D k |. Alternatively, adaptive selection of ∆r k would reduce emulation overhead.
Conversely, one could extend the ST-GP or SE-GP approaches to adaptively optimize over both z k+1 and ∆r k , i.e. to internalize the batching into the design construction (whereas currently the respective acquisition functions are technically 1-step lookahead). Theoretical analysis regarding various convergence rates ofR K -bias would also be welcome, although it is already extremely challenging for the simpler problem of contour finding with a known threshold L.
The initialization stage also warrants further analysis. Recall that we used a fixed budget of ∆r 0 = 0.1N , spent through N init representative scenarios determined via a space-filling scheme. In principle, ∆r 0 should be taken as small as possible, letting the algorithm itself allocate the rest of the simulations, but in practice a decent starting point for the GP hyperparameters is crucial. Better rules/heuristics for the choice of ∆r 0 remain to be considered. Also, rather than space-filling the given Z, it could be desirable to focus further on the respective extreme regions, in the sense of geometrically extremal points of Z, see e.g. the use of statistical depth functions in [11] .
Last but not least, a variety of adjustments could be made to the GP emulators underlying our framework. Recall that the surrogate makes a number of assumptions, such as Gaussian observation noise and spatial stationarity in the covariance structure. These are likely to be violated in practice; if model mis-specification is a concern, one could entertain numerous alternatives that constitute an active area of research within the GP ecosystem-GP-GLM (e.g. with t-distributed noise), treed GPs and local GPs. 
When r n k+1 is large, both B k+1 and ∆ k have relatively small entries, so that B k+1 (C+∆ k ) −1 B k+1 ≈ 0. Therefore, the middle matrix inverse in (42) is ≈ (−I) and 
